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RE: WHISICiY CREEI'i SITE
Good day, I thought I would drop you a note to thank: you and your people for the help that they
provided in sorting out the tempest at the Whisky Creek site. I do not know where I dropped the ball wrt
to communication on this issue, but obviously I must bave. I was (and still am) waiting to hear
something out ofFrontier wrt our proposal on reclaiming the entire site. I made that assumption that the
transaction that was done with the Trostee ofLodestar was communicated by the filling that was done in
the CPurt. My mistake.
The ~ansactionthat resulted in Blue Ridge Services purchase of the inventory was one that Blue Ridge
did nbt seek out, but was forced upon us. The Trustee, who was appointed the afternoon after Blue ridge
purc~8Sedthe surface mining equipment at the whisky creek site decided that once we sold the
equipment from the site the inventory coal could not be moved. He therefore told us that unless we
made some arrangement WIt the coal he would protest our purchase ofthe surface equipment. Needless
to say we were thrilled!
As the purpose ofthe first deal was to try and buy for resale something from Lodestar that would allow
us to try and to recoup some of the money that they owed us .At the time of the demand of the Trustee to
make some sort ofdeal on the inventory Lodestar still owed us a lot ofmoney so we acquiesced. We
gave up all ofour claims in return for some land, water rights and the coal inventory. We were not
happy in that we did not begin to recover what we were owed.. However given the state of Lodestar we
just wanted to recover something and stop our legal expenses. Little did I know.
Our agreement with the Trustee gave us right of entry to the site and with the benefit ofhindsight I

realize that I should not have depended upon the Trustee or on the notice provisions through the Court. I
want to apologize fOT the aggravation that this situation caused you and your people. I know that each of
us has ajob to do and that sometimes our respective goals may conflict, but at the end of the day we
must work these conflicts out. In this case I have paid dearly for my lack of communication and reliance
on others. I shall not make that mistake again. After this week I do understand your frustration in not
being given the courtesy of a response.



Once again I am sony for the trouble I caused you and please pass on to all of the people that helped
resolve this matter my understanding of their position.
An enlightened Miner. Scott Kiscaden
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